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NEW QUESTION: 1
Drag and drop the Cisco ACI filter entry options from the left
onto the correct categories on the right indicating what are
required or optional parameters.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two transforms can you use to unnest XML source data?
(Choose two)
A. Query
B. XML_Pipeline
C. Pivot
D. Hierarchy_Fattening
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A user has suspended the scaling process on the Auto Scaling
group. A scaling activity to increase the instance count was
already in progress. What effect will the suspension have on
that activity?
A. Pauses the instance launch and launches it only after Auto

Scaling is resumed
B. Terminates the instance
C. No effect. The scaling activity continues
D. Stops the instance temporary
Answer: C
Explanation:
The user may want to stop the automated scaling processes on
the Auto Scaling groups either to perform manual operations or
during emergency situations. To perform this, the user can
suspend one or more scaling processes at any time. When this
process is suspended, Auto Scaling creates no new scaling
activities for that group. Scaling activities that were already
in progress before the group was suspended continue until
completed.
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AutoScaling/latest/DeveloperGuide/AS
_Concepts.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: C
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